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Cationic iridium(I) complexes, such as Crabtree’s catalyst [Ir-
(PCy3)(C5NH5)(COD)](PF6), are fundamentally different from simi-
lar rhodium systems insofar as only the former mediate hydrogena-
tion of hindered, largely unfunctionalized alkenes.1 The scope of
such iridium-mediated hydrogenations has been expanded by
Pfaltz2-4 and others5-7 who demonstrated high conversions and
enantioselectivities for several aryl-substituted alkenes. Rational
development of the catalysts has, however, been limited by mech-
anistic uncertainties that surround the reaction; key steps in the
catalytic pathway have yet to be identified. Communicated here is
an in-depth study of iridium-mediated hydrogenation reactions of
trisubstituted arylalkenes via density functional theory (DFT)8 that
reveals those steps for the catalystA, developed in our laborato-
ries.9,10 We believe these studies do provide a suitable mechanistic
model for rational developments in the field.

Two levels of theory were used in these studies. The first was
PBE with LANL2DZ plus density-fitting basis sets, which expand
the density in a set of atom-centered functions when computing
the Coulomb interaction, instead of computing all of the two-elec-
tron integrals, and hugely accelerate pure DFT calculations without
a significant degradation in the accuracy. The second was B3LYP
with LANL2DZ plus one polarization and one diffuse function.
B3LYP was only used to validate the geometries and energies ob-
tained from PBE in selected test cases. Density-fitting basis sets
cannot be used with B3LYP; hence, this method is several times
slower.

Initially, a model complex was considered wherein methyl groups
were substituted for the 2,6-iPr2C6H3 and 1-adamantyl substituents.
A comprehensive set of PBE calculations encompassing most of
the obvious pathways to product for this complex led to a predicted
mechanistic pathway. This featured an Ir(III)/Ir(V) cycle in which
a coordinated alkene in intermediate1 metathetically reacts with a
dihydrogen ligand (in preference to a hydride) to form an alkyl
complex2 with a â-agostic interaction. Relatively fast reductive
elimination allows the reduced alkene to dissociate via the transient
intermediates3 and4. Finally, another alkene molecule enters the
catalytic cycle, re-establishing the equilibrium between1a-c
(Scheme 1).

The relative energies of the intermediates and transition states
indicated in Scheme 1 were also calculated at the B3LYP level to
test the validity of the PBE approach relative to this higher standard.
In fact, the energetics match well. The predicted overall barrier is

slightly higher for B3LYP (9.7 versus 9.0 kcal mol-1), and
intermediates2 and3 are less stable (by 1.9 and 3.0 kcal mol-1,
respectively), but close nevertheless. Two important conclusions
were drawn from these simulations: (i) the PBE method gives
satisfactory results, and (ii) both methods predict that the conversion
of 1 to 2 is the rate-determining step in the process.

The PBE method was then used to explore the reactions involving
the complete ligand of catalystA. Scheme 2 shows the calculated
pathways to both enantiomeric products for catalystA and relevant
substituents on the alkene. Table 1 shows the alkenes considered,
the calculated∆∆Gq values, the predicted configuration of the
enantiomers formed, and the corresponding data previously mea-
sured experimentally. The experimental data for some substrates

Scheme 1. Relative Free Energies (kcal mol-1) for the Preferred
Reaction Pathway Elucidated via PBE (blue) and for the Same
Intermediates and Transition States (TS) Calculated via B3LYP
(red, italic)

Scheme 2. Reaction Pathway Used To Predict
Enantioselectivities and Absolute Configurations via PBE
Calculationsa

a ∆G values in kcal mol-1 listed for (E)-2-phenylbut-2-ene (red), (Z)-
2-phenylbut-2-ene (brown, italic), and 2-phenylbut-1-ene (blue, courier).
For the (Z)-alkene, the Ph and R1 substituents are inverted.
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were only accumulated for Ar) 4-MeOC6H4 (when necessary to
facilitate separation of the enantiomers via chiral GC),9,10 but the
computational data used Ar) Ph (to avoid complications caused
by conformers of the OMe group). Even ignoring this difference,
we consider the agreement between the virtual and experimental
data to be exceptionally good.

Initially, reduction of COD and dissociation of the hydrogenated
product produces several vacant sites. Alkenes can coordinate to
any site other than those bound by the asymmetric ligand. To
estimate the steric and electronic effects in the real catalyst, one
2-methylbut-2-ene was introduced to bond to these sites, while
others are saturated with one H2 and two hydrides. Extensive
conformational searching indicated that when the alkene was
coordinated trans to the carbene, as in1c and1′, it gave a structure
that wasg10.5 kcal mol-1 more stable than other coordination sites.

Using the nomenclature shown in Scheme 2, the alkene-R2

substituent encounters most steric interactions with the adamantyl
of the oxazoline ligand. Those steric interactions decrease in the
order R2 . R1 > Ph . R3. Figure 1 shows space-filling models
for intermediates1′ with (E)-2-phenylbut-2-ene (Table 1, entry 1),
with the Ir coordinated to both enantiofaces. The∆∆Gq value
between paths for the two enantiomers primarily stems from
interactions at the monosubstituted end of that alkene, but imbal-
anced steric influences on Ph/Ar and R1 substituents also have an
effect. These considerations explain why the∆∆Gq value is less
for 2-phenylbut-1-ene (entry 3) than for (E)-2-phenylbut-2-ene
(entry 1); because the former alkene does not have a substituent at
the most hindered position, the less powerful secondary effects

dominate. This also explains why the∆∆Gq for (E)-2-phenylbut-
2-ene is 1.48 kcal mol-1 larger than that for (Z)-2-phenylbut-2-ene
(entries 1 and 2); in the former case, the substituents occupy the
least-crowded positions, whereas in the latter, the methyl group at
the R2 position forces a suboptimal R1/Ph arrangement.

The∆∆Gint values in Table 1 reflect the same trends as the∆∆Gq

data. This is significant since locating transition states (hence cal-
culating∆∆Gq) is a challenge. Furthermore, using∆∆Gint avoids
the questions of which TS (TS-1′ or TS-2′) is rate determining as
they have similar energies in the system with the full ligand. As a
further test of the validity of this approach, it was applied to (E)-
1,2-diphenylpropene. A huge predicted∆∆Gint of 8.16 kcal mol-1

was obtained, and this matches the near-perfect enantioselectivity
observed.9,10

These calculations provide a working model for enantioselective
hydrogenations via catalystA. It is a delicately balanced system in
which the alkene is driven trans to the carbene, where it interacts
primarily with the oxazoline adamantyl substituent. Conversely,
hydrogen is directed past the 2,6-diisopropylphenyl carbene sub-
stituent by the trans effect of the oxazoline ligand. These electronic
factors dominate, but they are reinforced by steric effects that
ultimately define the enantioface selectivities given these directions
of approach. Initial calculations for a typical phosphine oxazoline
system by others12 and by us (Supporting Information) indicate
similar electronic effects prevail, but cleavage of dihydrogen via
σ-metathesis may not be as important.
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Table 1. Gq Values and Configurations for Enantioselective
Hydrogenations of the Alkenes Indicated

a Ar ) Ph. b Ar ) 4-MeOC6H4. c Free energy difference of the two
highest-energy transition states for the same substrate’s two enantiofaces.
d Free energy difference between the intermediates2′ for the same substrate’s
two enantiofaces.

Figure 1. Space-filling and stick models for diastereomeric intermediates
1′, where the alkene is (E)-2-phenylbut-2-ene-coordinated via the most
favorable enantioface and the disfavored one.
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